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ABSTRACT. The research and development activity on image slicer systems for integral field spectroscopy
has increased in recent years, allowing the simultaneous observation on the same detector matrix of two-
dimensional sky maps and the spectral decomposition of light. Nowadays, image slicers lead to possible
applications on future instrumentation for ground- and space-based telescopes, covering a spectral domain ranging
from UV to mid-IR wavelengths. Among such projects, MUSE (Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer) is an integral
field spectrograph proposed by the European Southern Observatory for its second-generation Very Large Telescope
instrumentation. MUSE combines a field of view, with a spectral resolution reaching 3000 and a spatial′ ′1 # 1
sampling of 0�.2 provided by an adaptive optics system. MUSE operates in the visible and near-IR wavelength
range (0.465–0.93mm) and is composed of 24 identical integral field units; each one incorporates an advanced
image slicer made up of a combination of mirrors and “minilens” arrays, a spectrograph, and a detector. This
paper describes the optical design of the MUSE image slicer, which complies with top-level requirements at a
reasonable cost. The optical manufacturing technique, based on an original method of assembly using molecular
adhesion, is presented. Finally, we focus on the optical tests of the prototype both at a system level and at the
level of individual optical elements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Integral field spectroscopy (IFS) is a powerful tool that si-
multaneously provides the spectrum of each spatial sampling
element of a given field of view (FOV). IFS rearranges the
data cube represented by two spatial dimensions, defining the
field and the spectral distribution (x, y, andl) in the detector
plane. An IFS is composed of two parts: a “spatial” unit, which
reorganizes the spatial field, and a “spectral” one, which is a
standard spectrograph.

Since 1980, three different approaches to IFS have been
developed for the “spatial” part. The first solution, with a mi-
crolens array acting as a spatial sampler, has been proposed
and applied in the TIGER integral field spectrometer (Bacon
et al. 1995). The microlens array creates a grid of telescope
pupil images whose spectra are dispersed by the spectrograph.
The main drawbacks are the low data-packing efficiency of
spectra on the detector (typically 25%) and limited spectrum
length. The second technique uses fibers that can be associated
with microlens arrays on input, reaching a data-packing effi-
ciency higher than 50%. Thanks to the flexibility of the fibers,
this technique is useful for multiple integral field units (IFUs),
but it suffers from low throughput due to a coupling loss be-
tween the microlenses and the fibers and is not suited for ap-
plications in a cryogenic environment. The VIMOS (Visible
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Multiobject Spectrograph) IFU is based on this concept (Prieto
et al. 2000). The third type of IFS is an advanced image slicer
that combines advantages of both of these techniques.

The first idea based on this concept was proposed by Bowen
in the 1930s (Bowen 1938). Weitzel et al. (1996) designed and
manufactured an image slicer called 3D for the IFS in the
infrared. The spatial sampler was a stack of flat mirrors located
in the focal plane of the telescope. A second set of flat mirrors
images the telescope pupil at the spectrograph entrance. This
concept has two drawbacks: (1) a defocus problem and (2) its
magnification cannot be distinguished from one that yields a
very long exit slit. A similar near-IR IFU named PIFS (Palomar
Integral Field Spectrograph) was built for the Palomar 200 inch
(5 m) Hale Telescope (Murphy et al. 1999). According to Con-
tent (1997), an advanced concept of the image slicer using
spherical mirrors was presented, thus improving the packing
efficiency and most importantly reducing the slit length that
had to be accommodated by the spectrograph. Nowadays, the
implementation of image slicers has already been completed
or is planned on various ground and space instruments, such
as SPIFFI (Spectrograph for Infrared Faint Field Imaging;
Eisenhauer et al. 2000) for the VLT (Very Large Telescope),
NIFS (Near-Infrared Integral-Field Spectrograph; McGregor
et al. 1999) and GNIRS (Gemini Near-Infrared Spectrograph;
Dubbeldam et al. 2000) for Gemini, UIST (UKIRT Imager
Spectrometer; Wells et al. 2000) for the UKIRT (United King-
dom Infrared Telescope), and NIRSpec (Near-Infrared Spec-
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trometer; Content et al. 2000) for the JWST (James Webb Space
Telescope).

In addition to these projects, the Multi Unit Spectroscopic
Explorer (MUSE), which is an original integral field spectro-
graph, has been proposed by the European Southern Obser-
vatory (ESO) for the second-generation VLT instrumentation.
This project (Bacon et al. 2004) is led by a consortium of seven
European research institutes (Centre de Recherche Astrono-
mique de Lyon, Astrophysikalisches Institut Potsdam, ESO,
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zu¨rich, Laboratoire
d’Astrophysique Observatoire Midi-Pyre´nées, Sterrewacht Lei-
den, and the University of Go¨ttingen). MUSE combines a

FOV with a spectral resolution reaching 3000 and a′ ′1 # 1
spatial sampling of 0�.2, matching the spatial resolution pro-
vided by a ground layer adaptive optics system. MUSE operates
in the visible and up to the near-IR wavelength range (0.465–
0.93mm). It will be especially optimized for the study of pro-
genitors of nearby galaxies out to high redshift and as a spec-
trophotometric probe that will cut the universe into thin, deep
slices. MUSE is composed of 24 identical integral field units;
each one incorporates an advanced image slicer made up of a
combination of spherical mirrors and minilens arrays, followed
by a spectrograph and a detector.

This paper is organized as follows: the optical design of the
MUSE image slicer is described in § 2, and the feasibility
study—including the design, manufacture, and tests of an im-
age slicer prototype—is assessed in §§ 3 and 4. First, we focus
on the manufacturing of the IFU components for the prototype
in § 3. In § 4 the optical testing is presented, including bidi-
rectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) measure-
ments; the control of the angular tilts and assembly method of
the slicer; measurements of the position, size, and shape of the
pseudoslit; measurements of the point-spread function (PSF)
on the whole FOV; and an estimation of the size of the exit
pupil. We end with some conclusions on the feasibility of this
type of image slicer and its possible improvement for the next
design phase.

2. OPTICAL DESCRIPTION

2.1. Fundamental Requirements

The main functional requirements of an image slicer are
(1) to transform a rectangular FOV into a series of “minislits”
that are rearranged along a pseudoslit located at the entrance
of a classical spectrograph, and (2) to reimage the input pupil
of the telescope at the entrance pupil of the spectrograph.
Hence, the image slicer should be designed to ensure both FOV
and pupil imaging, complying with all requirements. Based on
the concept proposed by Content (1997), the principle of an
image slicer that satisfies both conditions is composed of three
different types of converging optical elements:

1. The “slicer stack,” which cuts the entrance FOV, redirects

the beams in different directions, and images the telescope pupil
at the “pupil mirrors.”

2. The pupil mirrors, which image the slicer stack on the
pseudoslit plane, ensuring its correct positioning and
magnification.

3. The “slit mirrors,” located at the pseudoslit plane, which
reimage the telescope pupil at the spectrograph entrance pupil.

Each element could be either reflective (mirrors) or refractive
(lenses). In this paper, thex-axis represents the cross-dispersion
direction, they-axis is the dispersion direction, and thez-axis
defines the optical axis. The slicer stack is composed of thin
mirrors called “slices.” The image of each slice is located on
the pseudoslit plane and is noted as a minislit.

The technical performance of the MUSE image slicer (He´n-
ault et al. 2004) derives from the top-level requirements of the
instrument. Although the spectral range is extended (from 0.465
to 0.93mm), it does not prevent the insertion of dioptric ele-
ments within the overall optical layout. The MUSE IFU mag-
nification ratio of 0.043 and input and output focal ratios are
related to each other. To respect the Shannon criterion on the
CCD plane, an anamorphic ratio is introduced by the MUSE
foreoptic. These characteristics lead to a nominal output focal
ratio of 4.5 along thex-axis and 9 along they-axis. This is a
consequence of the large on-sky geometrical etendue that must
be transmitted by the MUSE instrument (i.e., 0�.2 angular res-
olution on an 8 m diameter telescope) and could be critical
with respect to the image quality performance. The output focal
ratio was also constrained by a minimal value of 4.05 along
the x-axis and 8.1 along they-axis, in order to limit potential
light losses induced by pupil aberration and manufacturing
and/or alignment errors throughout the instrument. The input
pupil characteristics are given by the input focal ratio of 103.8
along thex-axis and 207.6 along they-axis. It is located at
575 mm from the slicer stack. Moreover, 85% of the enclosed
energy at the pseudoslit plane should be included within one
spatial sampling element along thex-axis (35mm at pseudoslit)
and within two spectral sampling elements along they-axis.
The required IFU optical transmission is 0.96. Paradoxically,
the introduction of lenses within the optical layout may help
us to fulfill this tight specification, due to the performance of
state-of-the-art optical coatings in the considered spectral range.
The projected FOV of the IFU, corresponding to the dimensions
of the image to be sliced, is mm. This has addi-80.5# 60.4
tional consequences on the global image quality of the sub-
system and on pupil aberration. Consequently, the number of
slices is 38. Each slice has a clear aperture with 1.59 mm width
and 81 mm length, containing a sky image. In the′′20 # 0�.2
pseudoslit plane, minislits are arranged in two staggered rows,
within an accuracy of 34.5mm along thex-axis and 100mm
along they-axis. The replacement of mirrors with lenses is
desirable, because lenses are less sensitive to alignment errors.
In order to avoid diffused light, the microroughness of optical
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Fig. 1.—Optical layout of the MUSE image slicer.Top: All optical elements are shown on the design (the telescope pupil, the slicer stack, L1, PLR, FLR, and
L2). Bottom: Illustration of the different planes (telescope focal plane on the slicer stack, the intermediate pupil plane placed between L1 and PLR, the pseudoslit
plane between FLR and L2, and the exit pupil plane).

surfaces should be less than 2 nm rms. These major require-
ments were controlled as described in § 4.

2.2. Individual Description

Based on the experience acquired from previous prototypes
of glass image slicers (Laurent et al. 2004a, 2004b), the MUSE
IFU’s greatest challenge is the manufacturing and assembly, at
an affordable cost, of a considerable amount of individual op-
tical components having different geometrical parameters (mir-
ror curvature radii and tilts). The original concept proposed by
Content (1997) is not well adapted for the MUSE IFU because
of a large FOV, which increases the incident rays on the slicer
from the foreoptics, producing pupil aberrations. Moreover, the
MUSE IFU presents a small slicer magnification ratio, which
is critical for the image quality. Thus, if the MUSE IFU is
based on Content’s concept, the number of different optical
elements (114) could lead to manufacturing and assembling
risks and a high cost. All these problems can be overcome by
replacing the pupil and slit mirrors with identical dioptric el-
ements (minilenses). This catadioptric image slicer (CIS) fol-
lows the same principle as the classical slicer described in
§ 2.1 with respect to FOV and pupil imaging.

2.2.1. Interface between Slicer Prototype and Telescope
Focal Plane

For this CIS prototype, a foreoptic is composed of a spherical
mirror placed 575 mm in front of the slicer stack. It images
the FOV on the slicer. A telescope input pupil is stopped by

an elliptical mask (length of 5.77 mm along thex-axis and
2.54 mm along they-axis) and is located on a spherical mirror.
The angle of incidence on the slicer is small (1�), and the optical
path is nearly the same for all slices, hence reducing aberrations
and optimizing the optical quality.

2.2.2. Elements Forming the Slicer Prototype

The MUSE image slicer is composed of the following com-
ponents, presented in Figure 1:

1. Slicer stack.—The slicer stack, where the telescope FOV
is imaged, forms an image of the telescope pupil located just
after the L1 lens (see item 2). These discontinuous mirrors
literally cut the field, and the minislits are rearranged in two
staggered rows, due to the different orientations (tilts) of the
slices. All slices have different tilts; i.e., their curvature centers
are shifted along thex- andy-axes. Tolerances on tilts are tight:
the sphere center location must be within 50mm from nominal
along thex-axis, and 100mm along they-axis. Moreover, slices
are shifted along the optical axis (z-axis) because all slices have
the same curvature radius ( mm) so that the604.63� 0.75
optical path remains the same for all minislits. The slicer stack
is composed of 38 slices. Each slice is 81 mm long, 1.59 mm
wide, and made of Zerodur, which presents a low thermal ex-
pansion and allows the use of molecular adhesion (a technique
used to assemble the slicer stack with required accuracy). An
average distance of 600 mm separates the slicer from the input
lens.

2. Input lens (L1).—In order to make a telecentric beam on
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Fig. 2.—Design of an additional lens, L1, allowing all beams to be parallel at the exit of pupil lenses.Left: Design including different miniprisms behind the
PLR. Right: Miniprisms are approximated by a doublet located in front of the PLR.

the pupil lenses, miniprisms with different wedges could be
inserted at the exit of the pupil lens row (PLR). This set of
miniprisms (Fig. 2) can be approximated by a single lens, which
is transformed into a doublet for the purpose of better chromatic
compensation. The best arrangement between L1 and the PLR
was determined with computer ray-tracing, which showed that
the best configuration was to place L1 before the lens row. In
this case, the focus coincides with the slicer so that the field
is seen at an infinite distance from the PLR and the exit beams
are perpendicular to the row. Only the central part of L1 is
useful here (a rectangular aperture with 15 mm width and
150 mm length); the two unnecessary areas of this lens can be
truncated if needed. The distance between L1 and the PLR in
this design is 14.7 mm.

3. Pupil lens row (PLR).—For each slice, the pupil is focused
750 mm before the PLR, and a pupil stop is put there. The
telescope FOV, which is at infinity before the pupil lenses, is
imaged at the focal plane of the PLR that corresponds to the
field lens row (FLR). In order to avoid any vignetting by the
minilenses, the 38 lenses are arranged along two shifted and
staggered rows. All pupil lenses are identical. The size of
each plano-convex lens is mm, with a thick-7.326# 7.326
ness of 5.6 mm. The distance between the PLR and FLR is
34.2 mm. The dimension of the clear aperture of each PLR in
both x- andy-directions is mm.6 # 3

4. Field lens row (FLR).—For each slice, the minislit is
focused 750mm before the FLR, where a field stop is installed.
Telescope pupils are imaged at infinity through the FLR, the
design of which is similar to the PLR. FLR differs from the
PLR in its optical shape (meniscus lens) and thickness
(17.9 mm). On the FLR, a slice image is mm, and3.49# 0.07
the gap between two slits is about 174mm. The FLR and L2
are 20 mm apart.

5. Exit lens (L2).—In the same way as for the PLR, we have
associated an “exit lens” (L2) with the FLR so that all images
of telescope pupils will be located in one single given plane,
namely the spectrograph entrance pupil. This is a doublet,
which is useful for compensating the axial chromatism of the

system and produces a virtual image of the slit located between
the FLR and L2. Like the input lens, this doublet has a useful
rectangular aperture and can be truncated if necessary.

2.3. PLR and FLR Alignment

Each minilens of the PLR and FLR should also be slightly
decentered along they-direction; otherwise, the images of the
slices would not be aligned along the pseudoslit line, but dis-
posed along a “staircase arrangement” illustrated by Figure 3.
This effect can be corrected by tilting the PLR of a small quantity
around thez-axis. An approximate, first-order calculation yields
the following relation for the compensating anglev:

2dS
v ≈ �g , (1)S dP

wheredS is the slice height (along they-axis), dP is the pupil
lens width (along thex-axis), andgS is the image slicer mag-
nification ratio. In our case, each row of pupil and field lenses
must be tilted to 1�.07 around thez-axis.

However, this adjustment has an undesirable effect on the
gap between minislits, which varies for the top and bottom
rows. Given (X0, Y0), the center of one minilens along the
x- and y-axes before the rotation around thez-axis, and (X,
Y), its center after the rotation, we find that in first-order
approximation,

X ≈ X � Y v0 0

Y ≈ X v � Y (2)0 0

for the top row, and

X ≈ X � Y v0 0

Y ≈ X v � Y (3)0 0

for the bottom row. To obtain a regular gap between all mini-
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Fig. 3.—Removal of the “staircase arrangement” at the pseudoslit plane. In order to align all images of the slices along a staggered pseudoslit, the PLR and
FLR are tilted with av angle of 1�.07 around thez-axis.

slits, the top row must be shifted by a quantityY0v along the
x-axis (≈67 mm), and for the bottom row by an opposite value,
�Y0v, corresponding to�67 mm.

During the feasibility study, an IFU prototype was manu-
factured, based on the design presented in § 2.2.2. This pro-
totype is composed of a slicer stack with 12 active slices (four
at the bottom of the stack [Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4], four at the center
[Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22], and four at the top [Nos. 35, 36, 37,
38]). They were separated by dummy slices, which have the
same geometric characteristics as active ones, except that they
only have planar active surfaces, for cost reasons. Moreover,
this prototype comprises an L1, an L2, and four pupil and field
lenses, which are shifted along the cross-dispersion direction
to coincide with the groups of four active slices.

3. OPTICAL MANUFACTURING

The complexity of this design leads to a real challenge for
the manufacturing, alignment, and testing of each component.
The slicer stack was manufactured by the company Cybernetix
(Marseille, France). Each slice has a different spatial offset and
tilt in order to direct each reflected beam toward its corre-
sponding pupil lens. Manufactured individually, each slice is

extracted from one blank of Zerodur, presenting a low-
coefficient thermal expansion ( K�1). To achieve�60.01# 10
the correct dimensions of the slice, plane surfaces of the Zer-
odur blank are polished with respect to tight parallelism and
perpendicularity requirements, and the latter are checked with
an interferometer. The back and lateral sides of the slice are
also polished with a perpendicularity tolerance of 15�. These
two surfaces are indeed reference planes during assembly
(Fig. 4,left). Once the correct size has been obtained, the active
surface is polished, using traditional polishing techniques. For
cost and manufacturing reasons, tilts of active surface slices
are antisymmetric and can be polished in pairs. On the polishing
sphere, accurate wedges are inserted between slices by molec-
ular adhesion. Once the active surfaces of the slices are pol-
ished, they are measured at the interferometer at better than

peak to valley (PTV). All slices have been assembledl/4
together by optical contact (Fig. 4,center). This technique al-
lows us to bond two extremely flat ( ) and smooth surfacesl/10
at room temperature without cement (Bonneville et al. 2004).
The molecular adhesion was performed by Cybernetix. This
company has been bought by the Winlight System company
(Marseille, France) and the SESO (Aix en Provence, France),
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Fig. 4.—Optical components of the MUSE image slicer.Left: An individual slice (scale in cm). The active surface is a spherical tilted surface in two directions.
Each slice is made of Zerodur. Two reference surfaces are located on lateral and back sides.Center: The slicer stack, composed of 12 active slices arranged in
three groups of four slices. All slices are assembled together by optical contact.Right: Movable PLR and FLR in their mechanical structures.

and as a result of commercial agreements on the assembling
process, readers may contact them to get more information.
During manufacturing, a strict control of the quality of adhered
surfaces (flatness, roughness, scratch, and digs) and a high level
of cleanliness are key points to consider, in order to ensure the
success and the repeatability of the assembling process. The
assembly tool is composed of an optical piece in Zerodur form-
ing a trihedral, including four Zerodur pins: three located on
the back surface and one on the lateral surface. The geometry
trihedral is measured. In order to hold the slicer stack, a heel
is installed in the trihedral. Then, the first slice is put on the
heel so that microcontacts between each Zerodur pin and the
slice are made. From the back side of the trihedral, the inter-
ference fringes are examined. If contacts are compliant with
the assembly requirements, the slice is adhered to the heel. This
optic process is repeated for all slices. One major advantage
of this technique is that the quality of the adhesion, ensuring
the correct positioning of the slice, can be verified directly after
the optical contact by examining interference fringes. In the
event of inaccurate optical contact, the slice can be removed.

Other optical elements of the MUSE IFU prototype (L1,
PLR, FLR, and L2) were manufactured by SESO. Assembly
of PLRs, FLRs, and the mechanical structures that hold the
components were carried out in the Centre de Recherche As-
tronomique de Lyon mechanical workshop (Fig. 4,right).

4. OPTICAL INTEGRATION AND TESTING

4.1. Component Testing

Even when working in the visible range, the surface rough-
ness of each element of the MUSE image slicer introduces
scattered light. Using a Micromap profilometer, the surface
roughness was measured at Laboratoire des Mate´riaux Avancés
(Lyon, France). The maximum rms surface roughness reaches
2.2 nm, corresponding to conventional polishing methods.
Moreover, the BRDF has been measured with a scatterometer,
which is a commercial CASI (complete angle scan instru-
ment) that is able to measure scattering levels lower than
1 ppm (part per million; BRDF noise floor of 10�9 sr�1). For

BRDF measurements, one point of the slice is illuminated with
a 1 mm He-Ne laser beam. The slice is mounted on a goni-
ometer, in which a detector sweeps around it in the incident
plane, measuring scattered and specular light in a range of 180�
centered on specular light. The instrument background is mea-
sured separately and subtracted from measured data. Figure 5
shows two BRDFs on two different slices. For each one, the
total integrated scatter (TIS) is computed, and the TIS produced
by each slice is evaluated to 1.2% at 632 nm wavelength. This
number does not correspond to the classical formula given by

24pj
TIS p , (4)( )l

wherej is the roughness in nanometers, andl is the wavelength
in nanometers. Although the measured roughness is correct,
this result for the TIS shows that the optical surface is not
smooth because there is scattered light. The optical surface has
some scratches and digs that introduce scattered light.

4.2. Optical Bench Composition

The MUSE image slicer prototype was integrated in our
optical laboratory at CRAL. The integration and testing bench
is composed of three independent modules (Fig. 6). The first
one is an illumination module that images the telescope focal
plane on the slicer with the correct positioning and magnifi-
cation. It includes an integrating sphere, different spectral fil-
ters, two interchangeable diaphragms (rectangular field stop or
grid of pinholes), and a folding mirror for compactness. The
second module is the MUSE image slicer prototype itself. Each
element is placed on its dedicated support, with different de-
grees of freedom. The final module is the detection unit, which
is composed of a set of camera lenses with adjustable mag-
nification according to actual tests. For each measurement, the
three modules are independently set up and adjusted and then
are aligned together on the optical bench, with the aid of three
He-Ne lasers (Fig. 6). The slicer prototype module is integrated
step by step, following the test sequence described in the fol-
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Fig. 5.—BRDF measurement on two slices. The two curves correspond to BRDF measurements on an area of 1 mm2 on two different slices. The abscissa axis
gives the range of 180� where the detector sweeps around the slice. The ordinate axis is the BRDF value given by CASI.

Fig. 6.—Schematic diagram of the test bench. This diagram includes the alignment tools (three lasers and a theodolite) and shows the illumination and detection
units and the two key planes (“Intermediate pupils plane” and “Pseudoslit plane”).

lowing sections. For each test involving a different part of the
setup, the detection module is calibrated for axial and lateral
chromatism. Once the optical bench is aligned, five main tests
are carried out.

4.3. Absolute Location of the Telescope Pupil Images

The goal of this measurement is to check the position of the
images of the telescope pupils and hence the tilt of the slicer

stack. A rectangular field stop is placed at the location of the
telescope focal plane. Only the slicer stack and the input lens
L1 are integrated in the prototype, and we placed the detection
module just behind L1. On the detector, 12 images of the tele-
scope pupil are observed (Fig. 7,left). Using software made
by CRAL that computes the absolute location of each pupil
centroid, we concluded that the absolute positioning is com-
pliant with requirements (�100mm) along they-axis (spectral
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Fig. 7.—Left: Raw images of the telescope pupil at 577 nm. Four images of the telescope pupils are simultaneously imaged on the detector.Right: Interferogram
of the back surface of the slicer. This slicer is 81 mm long. The surface corresponding to slice No. 36 presents a global tilt showing an assembling defect.

Fig. 8.—Pseudoslit at 577 nm, composed of 12 slits arranged in two shifted and staggered rows. One minislit is 3.5 mm long.

direction). The absolute location along thex-axis complies with
the requirement (�50 mm) for nine slices (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 19,
20, 21, 22, 37, 38) and slightly exceeds the requirement for
the slice No. 4 (60mm). But this error remains acceptable for
both the prototype and instrument, according to the results
obtained in § 4.7. However, the absolute positioning is 4 times
greater than the requirement for slice No. 35 (�200 mm) and
slice No. 36 (�170mm). Using a Zygo interferometer, the back
and lateral surfaces, which are mechanical references used dur-
ing the slicer assembly process, were controlled. On the inter-
ferogram (Fig. 7,right), slice No. 36 showed a global tilt,
corresponding to a decentering of 180mm in the pupil plane.
In conclusion, the absolute location is acceptable for 10 slices,
and we noticed a manufacturing defect on slice No. 35 and an
assembly defect on slice No. 36. These errors could have been
avoided using a more rigorous quality control during the man-
ufacturing and assembly processes.

4.4. Relative Location of the Pseudoslit

This test consists of an observation of 12 image minislits.
All components of the slicer prototype are installed on the
optical bench. The virtual image of the pseudoslit is located
between the FLR and L2. An adapted detection module images
these minislits on the detector (Fig. 8). The goal is to measure
the size of gaps between minislits. We found that the gaps
between all minislits are compliant with the requirement
( mm) for three wavelengths (465, 577, and 823 nm),170� 70
corresponding to the MUSE spectral domain. This result shows

that there is no overlapping and an excellent alignment of
minislits.

4.5. Measurement of the Size and Shape of Individual
Minislits

Keeping the same illumination module as for the previous
test and using a slightly different detection unit (magnification
by a factor of 4), each minislit is observed individually. The
length of each minislit is estimated from a full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) criterion and coincides with the require-
ment of mm. The mean slit width is mm,3.49� 0.08 65� 5
which does not fit the requirement of mm. However,69� 2
the detection module is not adapted to a width measurement,
and the measured uncertainty is large (�5 mm) because of the
high sensitivity of the threshold definition for the FWHM. This
measurement uncertainty could be decreased by using higher
magnification optics in the detection module.

4.6. Point-Spread Function (PSF) Measurements

In order to evaluate the image quality of the prototype, the
PSF is studied in the pseudoslit plane. For each slice, 14 PSFs
are measured in the pseudoslit plane by means of a grid of
pinholes located at the telescope focal plane within the illu-
mination module. Globally, for all PSFs and wavelengths, we
measure 85% of the enclosed energy in a square of 34.5mm
width, represented in Figure 9 (left and center panels). The
maximal value of enclosed energy reaches 95% for central
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Fig. 9.—Left: PSF at 577 nm, at the center of a minislit.Center: PSF at 577 nm, at the extremity of a minislit.Right: Exit pupil at 577 nm for a group of
four slices.

slices, with a minimal value of 70% for slice No. 2. The stan-
dard deviation of PSF measurements is around 4%. For the
central slice, the PSF is axisymmetric and becomes asymmetric
at the slice’s extremity. Moreover, we observed that at 823 nm
the PSFs are larger than at 577 nm but remain compliant with
the ensquared requirement of 85% in a square with 34.5mm
sides.

4.7. Measurement of the Overall Size of the Exit Pupil

This test allows us to check the exit pupil size in the exit
plane located 6.2 m after the pseudoslit plane. The detection
module is used with a collimator lens focused at infinity. Each
group of four exit pupils is observed simultaneously (Fig. 9,
right). A rectangular field stop simulates the telescope focal
plane in the illumination module. The length and width of the
exit pupil are computed, and the detection module is calibrated
in order to know its back focal distance. In spite of a high
measurement uncertainty due to a moderate image quality of
exit pupils (�0.17 along thex-axis and�0.33 along the
y-axis), the focal ratio is compliant with top-level requirements
at all wavelengths along both axes, because requirements are
broad.

In conclusion, these tests allowed us to verify most of the
system-level requirements in the slit and pupil planes. Only
minor noncompliances have been found—in particular, on the
slicer stack—and these tests have been considered globally
successful, especially considering the fact that we were testing
a prototype.

5. CONCLUSIONS

An original optical design associating an image slicer with
minilens arrays has been presented, which complies with strin-

gent requirements at an affordable cost. Moreover, in spite of
the risky manufacturing process associated with tight tolerances
on mirror tilts, high aspect ratios, and a large numbers of slices,
the manufacturing of the slicer was successful. In addition, the
manufacturer has introduced an innovative assembly approach
using molecular adhesion. Results and analysis of tests of a
prototype for the MUSE instrument allowed us to:

1. Validate angular tilts on the slicer stack.
2. Show that there is no overlap.
3. Demonstrate an excellent alignment of minislits.
4. Achieve high image quality at all wavelengths.
5. Estimate the size of the exit pupil.

The results of the tests prove that this prototype is in agreement
with most of the requirements defined during the MUSE fea-
sibility study.

In order to decrease the cost of this image slicer, the FLR
could be transformed in plano-convex lenses, and several slices
could be put on the same polishing sphere during the manu-
facturing. In addition, a folding mirror could be inserted after
the slicer stack, to improve the compactness of the image slicer
system.

The authors would like to thank Daniel Robert for helping
with the manufacturing of the mechanical structures for the
prototype. We also thank Pierre Ferruit and Iciar Montilla for
proofreading the manuscript. We acknowledge the manufac-
turing and original assembly of the slicer provided by Cyber-
netix (Christophe Bonneville and Jean-Francc¸ois Cagnat). This
work was carried out with the help of an ESO and an OPTICON
JRA5 contract, and was supported by a CIFRE research grant
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